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Samsung manufactures mobiles for wide range of customer and market requirements, according to
technology development. There are numerous mobile models in each series, with features to suit
everyoneâ€™s requirement and budget. There are many variants in Samsung Galaxy mobile. Each
variant has different features.

Samsung Galaxy Fit is a quad band GSM phone. It is an android phone, which works on android
version 2.2. The processor speed is 600 MHz. The internal memory is 160 MB and has a microSD
slot to expand the external memory up to 32GB and 2GB memory is integrated.  Like all Samsung
mobiles, the user interface is TouchWiz. The data connectivity supports Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPRS,
USB and tethering. The display is capacitive touch screen of size 3.31â€• and it is multi touch zoom.
The resolution is 320 X 240 pixels and has video viewer and editor. The phone has 5 mega pixel
cameras with QVGA video resolution.

The camera features is the plus for this model. It has geo tagging features, smile detection, auto
focus and other camera options. However there is no flash and face detection options in the
camera.  The mobile has ear jack of size 3.5 mm and speaker. Stereo FM radio, multi-format audio
and video player features are available. Samsung Galaxy Fit supports polyphonic, mp3 and MIDI
format ringtones. The input to mobile is Swype type virtual keyboard. The phone has document
viewer and editor.

The mobile is integrated with applications like Gmail, calendar, Google talk, Picasa, Google maps,
Google search and other Google applications. The phone also has provisions to integrate social
networking websites like Facebook and twitter. The other applications include Quick office,
calendar, memo, alarm and weather. Messaging options are SMS, MMS, push email and instant
messaging. The web browsing website is supported by Adobe Flash 10.2. The mobile has
accelerometer sensor for auto rotating when there is a user interface. The proximity sensor is for
auto turn off of the mobile. The battery is of Li-ion and 1350 mAh. The battery talk time is
approximately 10 hours on 2G and 6 hours on 3G network. The mobiles are available in black and
white colors.

Samsung Galaxy Fit S5670 price is Rs 9,985/- approximately. The phone has attractive design and
pretty good features and cool camera features for the price. It also has the advantage of working
with the open operating software for mobile â€“ android. Hence, this is a mobile with most of the smart
phone features on a budget.
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